
Improved synthetic 
planning with Reaxys
Integration of custom inventory and supplier catalogs in 
Reaxys helps chemists overcome challenges in planning 
chemical synthesis due to the availability of starting 
materials—speeding up the lead optimization process 
and delivering cost savings to their organizations.
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Summary

Lead optimization requires the efficient creation of new molecules for testing, and 
determining which starting materials are available and can be used in chemical 
synthesis is one of the key pieces of information needed when deciding on a new 
synthesis. Custom inventory and supplier catalogs used in Reaxys provide a way to 
include the most current information on starters and availability, from both inside your 
company and through vendors that your purchasing organization supports, so that they 
can be used in the Reaxys environment for more efficient synthetic planning. 

Addressing the challenges chemists face in planning chemical synthesis due to the 
availability of starting materials

Chemists access new molecules in the lead discovery process in two ways, either 
buying new molecules or synthesizing them. Buying new molecules is generally a 
faster, less expensive strategy to accessing a new molecule for testing in the lead 
discovery process. If a new molecule can’t be purchased, then it must be synthesized by 
performing chemical synthesis. Newly synthesized molecules may not exist anywhere 
else on the planet, which improves the molecules’ intellectual property position and 
leads to a better commercial potential for the drug. Either way, both strategies require 
reliable information on commercially available chemistry. It’s important to understand 
what chemistry is reliably available, typically in commercial catalogs, for purchase and 
use in the Lead Optimization process. 

There are about 80 million unique chemicals available for purchase through the 
commercial catalog marketplace, however they are spread across a range of availability 
and application. All 80 million are not immediately available for shipment to a research 
organization and use in chemical synthesis. 

There are about 80 million  
unique chemicals available for 
purchase through the commercial 
catalog marketplace
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Of all this catalog chemistry, what is reliably 
available for chemical synthesis?

A relatively small amount of chemistry is reliably available for acquisition and use 
in the laboratory, and research organizations work very hard to identify the 500,000 
unique chemical substances or the subset can be purchased. 

When planning synthetic strategy, chemists must consider how to acquire starting 
materials by asking three important questions: 

1. Is the desired material available in their own local stock room or inventory within
their company?

2. If not, is the material available from any vendor in stock?

3. If it is available from a vendor, is that vendor within the company’s
purchasing system?
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Typical starting material decision flow

The advantages of integrating procurement catalogs into Reaxys

One of the challenges users face while using Reaxys to identify potential syntheses that 
can be used to make their next molecule, is that Reaxys data is often not integrated 
with the procurement system data within their corporation. This means that when 
users find a starter they want in Reaxys, they must search for that starter all over again 
in their inventory and procurement systems to determine if they can acquire the starter 
at an acceptable price and delivery time. Searching across multiple systems can be time 
consuming and error prone because chemical IDs, delivery time, and pricing do not 
always match between Reaxys public catalogs and a company’s own private catalogs 
with negotiated price and delivery terms. As a result, while using Reaxys for chemical 
synthesis design, the scientist can’t make a fully informed decision on the materials 
necessary for any specific chemical synthesis strategy.

Integration of Reaxys synthesis information with a company’s procurement catalogs 
and purchasing policies overcomes this limitation by allowing the scientist to determine 
what chemicals are reliably available for use in their desired synthetic strategy.

Additional direct advantages of integrating the synthesis information and procurement 
information is a lower cost of chemistry and an increase in the speed of acquiring that 
chemistry because scientists can order from vendors that are supported within the 
purchasing system. Indirect advantages include fewer order entry errors—ordering 
chemistry is a complex process—and a more harmonious working relationship between 
purchasing and scientific staff. 
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In addition to the savings derived from focusing on preferred vendors, companies can 
save based upon avoiding expensive and time-consuming manual orders. The chart 
above illustrates the savings that can be achieved in order processing expenses by 
avoiding manual orders.

Advantages include fewer order entry errors—
ordering chemistry is a complex process—and a 
more harmonious working relationship between 
purchasing and scientific staff.

Synthesis Project 
Order Cost

60% Less

Order Process Time Savings:

• Chemist saves 30 minutes per order

• Purchasing saves 15 minutes per order



Reaxys customization enables scientists to see supported 
vendors & materials in the design process 

Integrating catalogs into Reaxys 
provides the most current information 
on the availability of starting materials 
for efficient synthetic planning

Reaxys includes comprehensive sources of catalog data, including thousands of 
suppliers and millions of chemicals, but there are practical challenges in use of this 
data for synthetic planning. Integration of custom catalogs in Reaxys eliminates 
challenges in synthesis design, which include:

• Preferred suppliers, pricing and delivery isn’t available in synthesis design

• Manual ordering process requires the transfer of data from Reaxys to other systems

• No information on materials already on site in Inventory
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This enables scientists to make decisions based on starting materials they can easily 
purchase with reliable delivery, such as:

• Preferred supplier listing that focuses design on starters with the best price and delivery

• Stock room listing that alerts users to internally available materials

• Global Vendor Catalog allows users to easily determine if a supplier is supported
by purchasing

• Additionally, links to internal systems avoid manual data transfer, and links to
preferred supplier web sites ‘Punch Out sites” allow access to most current price and
delivery data.

Reaxys custom catalogs can be implemented in a way that they mirror your own 
purchasing strategy. To optimize purchasing and save money, companies spend a lot of 
time focused on where they spend the majority (70 to 80 percent) of their budget. The 
custom catalogs configured in Reaxys can be organized so that the chemical substances 
are related to the suppliers that comprise a company’s greatest spend, including the 
negotiated best prices associated with each of the chemical substances they represent, 
and committed delivery times from vendors in the system.

Reaxys customization allows research organizations to save money and speed up the 
lead optimization process

Pharmaceutical R&D is an intensely competitive market space. History tells us the 
companies win in this competitive landscape based on how quickly they can process 
scientific information and more forward quickly in the research process—and they 
must continually refine the research process to use fewer financial resources. 

To complete, the lead optimization process requires the efficient creation of new 
molecules for testing, and information on available starting materials is critical when 
deciding on a new synthesis that can be applied to make new molecules. Integrating 
catalogs into Reaxys provides the most current information on the availability of 
starting materials for efficient synthetic planning—from both inside the chemist’s 
organization and through supported vendors—allowing research organizations to 
save money by focusing the supply chain for early chemical synthesis on vendors 
offering favorable pre-negotiated price and delivery terms, and helping them to identify 
potential chemical synthesis that they can apply and make new molecules to move 
chemical exploration forward at the fastest possible rate.
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